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The formalism of the local-spin-density functional, with allowance for all the relativistic terms, is 
used to calculate the electron, optical, and magnetooptical spectra of a number of semimetallic 
ferromagnets and of uranium chalcogenides. It is shown that the gain of the magnetooptic Kerr 
effect in semimetallic ferromagnets is closely connected with spin-orbit and exchange splitting. 
At the same time, the anomalies of the conductivity tensor in ordinary ferromagnets, at energies 
of the order of the spin-orbit splitting, are due to the peculiarities of the band structure near the 
Fermi level. 

INTRODUCTION 

Following the experimental observation' of the giant 
polar magnetooptic Kerr effect (MOKE) in the intermetal- 
lic compound PtMnSb, theoretical interest in the study of 
the electronic and optical properties of analogous com- 
pounds has greatly increased. Calculation2 of the electronic 
structure of NiMnSb has pointed to the existence of a new 
class of substances, called half-metallic ferromagnets 
(HMF). The reason for this name is that in NiMnSb the 
Fermi level in the spin subband of the minority-spin elec- 
trons (SSI) is located inside the energy gap, while in the spin 
subband of the majority-spin electrons (SSA) crosses the 
energy bands. This means, in particular, that Fermi elec- 
trons have 100% spin polarization. Later band calculations3 
have shown that NiUSn is also an HMF. The cause of the 
band gap in HMF is the lowering of the symmetry on going 
from the usual Heusler alloys with structure formula 
T,MnZ ( T  is a 3d metal, Z is Sb or Sn) to HMF with non- 
centrosymmetric TMnZ structure. From the standpoint of 
applications the investigation of such compounds is justified 
by the search for substances having a sufficiently high 
MOKE, in view of the known need for developing a technol- 
ogy for magnetooptic recording and storage of information. 

The much higher MOKE in PbMnSb compared with 
NiMnSb is attributed in Ref. 1 to the different positions of 
the Fermi energy EF in these compounds relative to the ener- 
gy-gap bottom in SSI and to the different values of the spin- 
orbit interaction (SOI). It was shown in Ref. 4, however, 
that the location of E, relative to the gap is extremely sensi- 
tive to the form of the local exchange-correlation potential 
and cannot be determined with required accuracy in a local 
approximation. An attempt to attribute the large MOKE in 
PtMnSb to plasma resonance was undertaken in Ref. 5. 
Anomalous MOKE was predicted on the basis of calcula- 
tions for NiUSn.6 

To cast light on the causes of the anomalously large 
MOKE in HMF we have investigated the effects of SO1 on 
the electronic structure, and also performed fully relativistic 
computations of the optical and magnetooptic spectra of a 
number of HMF. One of the purposes of these calculations 
was to clarify the role played by the semiconductor gap in 

SPI of a half-metal ferromagnet in the onset of the MOKE. 
For comparison, in addition to calculating the conductivity 
tensor uaB (w  ) for HMF, the band spectrum and the conduc- 
tivity tensor were calculated for the chalcogenide US, in 
which the SO1 and the exchange-interaction effects are of 
the same order as, for example, in NiUSn, but there is no 
energy gap in the spectrum. 

1. CALCULATION METHOD AND BASIC EQUATIONS 

To carry out scalar-relativistic spin-polarization calcu- 
lations of the band structures of NiMnSb, PtMnSb, NiUSn, 
and US in the formalism of the local-spin-density functional 
(the von Barth-Hedin a.pproximation), we used the FTIR 
method7 with allowance for combined correction terms in 
MgAgAs and NaCl structures. To obtain self-consistent po- 
tentials we used 88 k-points in 1/48 irreducible part of the 
Brillouin zone (IPBZ). We introduced into MgAgAs struc- 
ture one empty sphere to increase the degree of packing. All 
the calculations were performed for experimental equilibri- 
um lattice parameters. The SO1 effects were included in the 
band calculations by the Kohn-Foldy-Vouthuisen equa- 
tion,' which corresponds in fact to the Russell-Saunders LS 
scheme. The single-particle spectrum obtained in this man- 
ner is used to calculate the conductivity tensor in accordance 
with the Kubo formula for linear-response  function^.^ 

The matrix elements of the dipole transitions were cal- 
culated directly with the aid of the wave functions using the 
scheme described in Ref. 10. It is known that the general 
form ofthe conductivity tensor is determined by the magnet- 
ic space group of the crystal and depends thus on the orienta- 
tion of the magnetization M. For example, at orientations 
MI1 [001 ] and MI1 [ 1 101 the tensor a,@ takes in the case of a 
cubic structure the form (see, e.g., Refs. 11 and 12): 

i.e., at Mil [ 1001 the off-diagonal components of the tensor 
have only components odd in M to describe the MOKE, 
while for other orientations of M both odd and even compo- 
nents can be present. To simplify the calculations and their 
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analysis we have considered the case of only one orientation 
Mil [001 ] . In this case one can use in the analysis of a nu- 
merical calculation of uxy (w) for cubic structures an expres- 
sion obtained by perturbation theory in the SO1 and similar 
to the Argyres equation:13 

Im a,, ( o )  = 

where 

is the radial SO1 parameter, i is the angular-momentum op- 
erator, V,, ( r )  is the effective potential of the single-particle 
Schrodinger equation, and I kma) denotes a nonrelativistic 
state ( a  = t , 1 ) . Equation ( 1 ) is valid only for sufficiently 
high frequencies w % 2c / f i  (2c is the average spin-orbit split- 
ting). At light energies h ~ 2 5 ,  an important role in the 
formation of am0(w) is played by hybridization of bands 
with opposite spins in the vicinity of E,. The regions of inter- 
section of band sheets with opposite spins (mT ) and (m'l  ) 
on the Fermi level (line L )  yield for h - - , 2 c  the following 
contribution to the conductivity tensor (we present for bre- 
vity only the expression for the diagonal component 
Re ax, (0); for details see Refs. 12 and 14) : 

ne2 dlr I ~k 1'0 (ha-2 1 Er I ) l P X - ( ~ )  1 
Re "(o) = 

(h202--4 1 gk j ') * 1 [p- (k) 2p+ (k) ] 1 ' 

where 

p* (li)='/l[pm+ (k) f pmr+ (k ) ]  , Ek=<kmf IEol(km'J>. 

Evidently allowance for the SO1 leads to a characteristic 
singularity of the conductivity tensor-to a peak at b z 25. 

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRON SPECTRA 

TMnZ compounds with MgAgAs structure have a low- 
er symmetry than the usual Heusler alloys T,MnZ from 
which they are derived. It is indeed the lowering of the sym- 
metry from the total cubic group 0, to the total tetrahedral 
group T, which determines mainly the characteristic fea- 
tures of the electron spectrum of the TMnZ  compound^.^ 
The absence of inversion in the T, group makes impossible a 
hybridization of the antibonding d-orbitals of Mn andp-or- 
bitals of Sb in the compounds NiMnSb and PtMnSb, which 
leads to the onset of a minimum of the density of the electron 
states in both spin subbands. Since thep states of Sb are split 
by exchange interaction much less (2AP,, ~ 0 . 3  eV) than the 
d states of Mn (2Afc ~ 3 . 0  eV), the magnetic moment is al- 
most completely localized on the Mn atoms,15 and an effec- 
tive gap is produced in the SSI and exceeds greatly (by 4-5 
times) the analogous gap in the electron SSA. In NiMnSb 
and PtMnSb compounds the Fermi level turns out to be in- 
side the indicated gap in the SSA, and it is this which deter- 
mines the wemimetallic ferromagnetism. This is seen from 
Figs. 1-3, which show the state densities obtained as a result 
of spin-polarized sclar-relativistic and relativistic (SOI) 
FTIR calculations carried in ( 1/6) IPBZ (for TMnZ struc- 
tures) and ( 1/16) IPBZ (for the NaCl structure). 

In view of the structural and magnetic properties of 
NiMnSb and PtMnSb (Ref. 16; the lattice parameters are 
aNIMnSb = 5.927 A, apt,,,, = 6.195 A, and the magnetic 
moments are,uNIMns, = 4 . 2 , ~ , , , ~ ~ , , ~ ~ ,  = 3 . 9 6 , ~ ~  ), the elec- 
tron spectra of these compounds have much in common. The 
Fermi level is located between the d and d ' peaks of Mn. 
The lower part of the valence band is made up of sp states of 
Sb, the s' states of Sb are located in the vicinity of E,, and the 
s '  states of Sb form peaks above E, (the s1 states of Sb be- 
come strongly hybridized with the d ' states of Mn). The 
central part of the valence band (below E,) are made up of 
Ni (Pt)  d states hybridized with thep states of Sb and the d ' 
states of Mn. The main changes produced in the spectrum 
when Ni is replaced by Pt are due to SO1 effects, which are 
considerably larger in Pt ( 2 5 ~ 0 . 5  eV) than in ~ i ( 2 5 ~ 0 . 1 8  
eV). As seen from a comparison of Figs. 2 and 3, the SO1 
effects lead to an effective broadening and smoothing of the 
density of the d states of Pt because of the almost complete 
lifting of the degeneracy due to the symmetry of the crystal 
(if the point group T, is of order 24, the order of the magnet- 

80 

1 6 i  
FIG. 1. State densities N ( E )  (st./Ry.el.nucl. spin units) in 
NiMnSb without allowance for SOI: a )  solid curve-total den- 

t sity of states, dashed-d-state density in Ni; b )  solid curve-s- 
state density in Mn, dashed-p-state density in Sb. 
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ic-crystal class at MI1 [OOl] is 8) .  
If SO1 effects are omitted from the band calculations, 

the NiUSn spectrum has, as seen from Fig. 4, much in com- 
mon with the NiMnSb spectrum. The vicinity of EF is now 
made up of 5f states of U, but the SSI has a gap where E,. 
passes, just as in the NiMnSb case. This gap, as in 
Ni (Pt)  MnSb, is due to the absence from the point group of 
inversion that causes mutual repulsion of the p states of Sn 
and the f states of U. Allowance for SOI, as seen from Fig. 5, 
leads to a considerable broadening (from 1.2 to 2.5 eV) and 
to a smoothing of the density of the f states of U (which 
decreases by 2-3 times), in agreement with experiment," 
attributed to the appreciable spin-orbit splitting (2$=: 1.5 
eV). On the other hand, the splitting of the f states by the 
SO1 decreases effectively the gap in the SSI, so that on the 
Fermi level the density of states turns out to differ from zero 
not only for the SSA but also for the SSI of the electrons (in 
view of the strong LS coupling this will occur more accurate- 
ly if the states are cha~acterizep by the projection of the total 
angular momentum j = 1 + S, i.e., j ,  = If 1/2). It ap- 
pears thus that NiUSn can hardly be classified as an HMF as 
stated earlier.3 Inclusion of the SO1 in the calculation also 
alters substantially the magnetic moment ( 2 . 0 , ~ ~  and 2 . 6 , ~ ~  
without and with allowance for the SOI), which is practical- 
ly entirely localized on U. 

In another unranium-containing compound, the mono- 
chalcogenide US, the magnetism and and conductivity are 
also due to 5f states of U. Since this compound corresponds 
to the higher-symmetry group O h ,  while thep states of S and 

FIG. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 ,  for PtMnSb: a )  solid curve- 
total density of states, dashed-p-state density of Sb; b) solid 
curve-total d-state density of Mn, dashed-d-state density 
of Pt. 

the f states of U are greatly separated in energy (by 2.5 eV), 
the gap responsible for the SMF is not produced here. Inas- 
much, however, as the spin-orbit and exchange splittings of 
the f states are of the same order ( 2 2 ~  2h<, =: 1.5 eV), a gap 
of order 2c, due to the SOI, is produced in the two states 
j = I + 1/2 and f = I - 1/2 (Fig. 6).  Thus, the entire fband 
breaks up into two subbands with an interval =: 25 between 
them, and with EF passing the lower one. Strong changes of 
the kinetic properties should be expected, depending on the 
type of doping. 

3. OPTICAL AND MAGNETOOPTIC PROPERTIES 

NiMnSb 

Calculated and experimental" results for the interband 
part of the diagonal component Re ox, (w ) of the conductiv- 
ity tensor are shown in Fig. 7. It is known that if SO1 effects 
are not taken into account the optical conductivity is a sum 
of components, (Re o :, ) and (Re a :, ), describing the 
contributions from the interband transitions to the SSA and 
the SSI, respectively (Fig. 7).  This subdivision is convenient 
not only for the interpretation of the optical-conductivity 
singularities, but also, as shown in Ref. 1, for the under- 
standing of the dependence of off-diagonal component 
Im ox,, (w) of the conductivity tensor. Noteworthy among 
the principal singularities of Re ox, (w) in NiMnSb is the 
presence a threshold at T?u<0.6 eV for interband transitions 
and of a large maximum at T?u =: 3.4 eV. The former singular- 
ity is due to the presence of a gap in the SSI and to the the low 
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FIG. 4. The same as in Fig. 1 but of NiUSn: a )  solid curve-total density, 
dashed-p-state density of Sn; b )  Solid curve-Jstate density of U, 
dashed-d-state density of Ni. 

density of states of the SSA in the vicinity of E,. 
The nonzero Re a,, (w) at Ziwz0.7 eV is due to transi- 

tions between (pd) '-hybridized states of Sb and Ni in the 
vicinity of the I'-centered hole spheres. The wide peak in the 
region fiz3.4 eV is due top;, -d h, transitions in the SSI 
(see Fig. 7b) 

As seen from Fig. 8, the main singularities of the com- 
ponent Im a,, ( a ) ,  which are of interest from the standpoint 
of a large MOKE, lie in the energy interval Ziw=; 1.6 - 2.9 
eV. The origin of the singularities is easiest to understand by 
turning to the Argyres formula ( 1 ) . According to ( 1 ), di- 
pole transitions, in magnetooptics, are effected in first-order 
perturbation theory between fixed bands m and m' through 
"intermediate" bands I via SOI, and the SO1 matrix elements 
L ;,,, are diagonal in the spin and in the orbital momentum. 
As seen from ( 1 ), Im a,, (w) has at Ziw$2g two compo- 
nents, one with spin up and the other with spin down, and 
both components have [disregarding the structure of the 

FIG. 5. The same as in Fig. 4, but with allowance for SOI. 

matrix elements F:,,,, ( k )  of the transitions] the structure 
of the diagonal components of Re a,, (w). 

From the foregoing, as well as from the analysis of the 
band structure, it follows that at 0.6 eV,<Ziw,<2.0 eV we have 
Im a,, (w) z Re a i, (w), as is in fact seen from Fig. 7b. In 
particular, at the energy Ziw =; 2.0 eV (at which, according to 
numerical estimates, the maximum MOKE takes place), 
Im a,, (w) is the result of transitions in the central part of 
the Brillouin zone between hybridized d ' states of Ni and 
Mn andp' states of Sb via the indicated d ' states. At energies 
2.0 eV < fio < 3.0 eV we have Im a,, (w) =;Re a :, (w) (see 
Fig. 7b), i.e., they are formed mainly via pk, -d h, transi- 
tions to the SSI through the d ' states of Ni and Mn. Thus, in 
accordance with Eq. ( 1 ), the main factors that determine 
Im u,, (w) (among others such as the exchange splitting, 
the densities of the states m', m, I, etc.) are: a )  the SO1 pa- 
rameter (the numerator in Fs,,,,) for hybridized d states of 
Ni and Mn, through which the transitions are effected, is 
2?,, =: 2cM,, ~ 0 . 1 5  eV; b)  the "proximity" of the intermedi- 
ate states I to the states m and m' between which the transi- 
tions are effected (denominators in Fs,,,,,), i.e., if we put 
m = d hi,Mn, m' = pi,, I = d # m  for k 1 ~ 2 . 0  eV, then 
( l/E,, , ) z 1-2 eV - ' (the factor L ;,. /Em., -0). It should 
be noted that although the positions of the calculated and 
experimental (&=; 1.5 eV, Ref, 1)  MOKE maxima are 
quite close, the calculated value of the Kerr angle is several 
times larger than the experimental value. A possible expla- 
nation is failure to take the relaxation of the electron states 
into account. 

PtMnSb 

Replacement of Ni by Pt does not lead to noticeable 
changes of Re q, (w) (Fig. 9a), as expected from the identi- 
ty of the electron spectra of NiMnSb and PtMnSb. The off- 
diagonal components, however, undergo more significant 
change, owing to the considerably larger SO1 parameter, 
2E,, ~ 0 . 5  eV. Since remaining factors for NiMnSb and 
PtMnSb are quite close, one should expect for PtMnSb an 
enhancement of Im a,, (w) by 2zp, /2ZNi z 3 times. To be 
sure, this effect is decreased somewhat by broadening and by 
the decrease of the density of the d states of Pt via the SO1 
that lifts the degeneracy of the spectrum. The calculated 
Im a,, (w) curves for PtMnSb (Fig. 9b) and NiMnSb have 
on the whole much in common, although on the average the 
amplitude of Im a,, in the case of PtMnSb is approximately 
2.5 times larger than that of NiMnSb. Estimates of the Kerr 
angle show that the MOKE is a maximum in the vicinity of 
Ziw =; 2.5 eV, which is much higher than the experimental 
value of the position of MOKE maximum at Ziwz 1.7 eV.' 
This discrepancy is possibly due to the strong dependence of 
the Fermi level on the form of the exchange-correlation po- 
tential used in the band  calculation^.^ It should also be noted 
that although the calculated value of the maximum Kerr 
angle is of the same order as in experiment, Replacement of 
Ni by Pt does not increase the MOKE as sharply in the cal- 
culations as in experiment.' 

We can mention in this connection a number of studies 
of this problem.5.'9 It is stated in the recent Ref. 19 that the 
difference between the magnetooptic properties of NiMnSb 
and PtMnSb is due primarily to scalar-relativistic effects and 
to SO1 effects. The analysis above, however, shows that one 
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can hardly neglect the SO1 difference between these crystals, 
since the MOKE is the result of SO1 not with Sb, as proposed 
in Ref. 19, but with Ni and Pt. It is quite possible that the 
discrepancy between theory and experiment is due, on the 
one hand, to the use in the calculations of a local approxima- 
tion for the exchange-correlation potential, and on the other 
to the insufficient accuracy of the determination of the dis- 
persive components of the conductivity tensor in the esti- 
mate of the Kerr angle. These questions are being thorough- 
ly investigated at present. 

NiUSn 

One might expect that replacement of Mn in PtMnSb by 
a Sf element would enhance the MOKE on account of the 
sharp increase of the SI, 25, =: 1.5 eV. The magnetic mo- 

mentp,,,,, = 2.0pB, however, turns out to be half as large 
as in PtMnSb. As a result the maximum of Im u,, (w) is 
approximately of the same order as as in PtMnSb (Fig. lob). 
Moreover, NiUSn absorbs light more strongly than 
PtMnSb, i.e., [Re ox, (a) ] ,,,,, > [Re ux, (w) ] ,,,,,, 
(Fig. 10a). Since, roughly speaking, the MOKE is deter- 
mined by the ratio of the off-diagonal and diagonal compo- 
n e n t ~ , ~ ~  the maximum Kerr angle for NiUSn turns out to be 
smaller than for PtMnSb, although a considerably larger ef- 
fect was previously pred i~ ted .~  

Let us discuss briefly the cause of the singularities of the 
tensor. The broad peak of Re uxy (w) at 4.2 eV < & < 4.8 eV 
is due to transitions d hi - f and d Ai - f in both the SSI 
and SSA of the electrons and, just as at other frequencies, the 
transitions in the SSA are comparable by virtue of the rela- 
tively small value of the exchange splitting (2A';, -- 1.4 eV), 
with the transitions in the SSI [the difference 
Re a:, ( a )  - Re uLx (w), according to ( l ) ,  is just the mea- 
sure of Im uxy (w) 1 .  The peak of Im u, (w) at &=: 1.2 eV is 
due to transitions, in the SSA, between the hybridized (pd) ' 
states of Ni, U, and Sn, and the f' states of U. There are 
practically no transitions in the SSI because of the low den- 
sity of states in the vicinity of E, at & < 1.5 eV. At fiw =: 2.1 
eV, however, the (pd) Li,,,,, + f transitions that arise in 
the SSI (via the quasigap) lead to the onset of a peak of 
Im uxy (w). The calculated Kerr angle is a maximum at 
&a=: 1.2 eV. 

L 

FIG. 7. Dissipative part of the diagonal component of the conductivity 
2 4 6 h r e V  

density Re a,, (w) for NiMnSb: a)-solid curve-total conductivity, 
dashed-experiment; b )  partial spin contributions Re u:, (w) (dashed) FIG. 8. Dissipative part of off-diagonal component of the conductivity 
and Re a:, ( a )  (solid curve). tensor Irn ox, ( a )  for NiMnSb. 
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FIG. 9. The same as in Fig. 7a, for PtMnSb; b) the same as in Fig. 8, for 
PtMnSb. 

FIG. 10. Optical characteristics of NiUSn: a) interband part of diagonal 
component of the conductivity tensor Re ux, ( o ) .  b) imaginary part of 
off-diagonal component of the conductivity tensor Im o;, (o). 

FIG. 1 1 .  The same as Fig. 10 (the solid curve in Fig. b is calculated, the 
dashed is experimentalz3). 

It became recently k n ~ w n ~ ' , ~ ~  that, unfortunately, no 
ferromagnetic phase of NiUSn has been produced in experi- 
ment: what is realized in fact in the ground state is an antifer- 
romagnetic phase (FCC, type I )  with a magnetic moment 
(1.42 + 0.03) p, parallel (antiparallel) to the [ 1001 cubic 
axis on the U atom. The NCel temperatures ( T, = 47 K and 
43 K in Refs. 21 and 22, respectively) separate a paramag- 
netic semiconducting (!) phase from an antiferromagnetic 
metallic phase. The foregoing analysis of the electron spec- 
trum and optical properties of the ferromagnetic phase (ob- 
viously unstable and realized only by action of a strong mag- 
netic field) of NiUSn permits us, nevertheless to predict an 
appreciable MOKE in such isostructural ferromagnets as 
CoUSn and PdUSn. 

In US compounds, where the SO1 and exchange-split- 
ting parameters are of the same order (2gu -- 2A<, -- 1.5 
eV), strong hybridization (on account of the SOI) of bands 
with opposite spin projections leads in the vicinity of E, to a 
new conductivity-tensor formation mechanism. As indicat- 
ed in Sec. 1, interband transitions resulting from hybridiza- 
tion by the SO1 with simultaneous participation of the SSI 
and SSA of the electrons lead to the onset of Re ox, (w) and 
Im u,, (w) peaks at an energy fk ~ 2 l .  In Fig. 11, 
Re uxx (w) and Im uxy (a) have sharp peaks at fk-- 1.6 eV, 
in full agreement with Eq. (2)  [see also Eq. ( 17) of Ref. 121. 
These singularities are due to d -+f transitions in the U atom. 

The second sharp peak of Im uXy (w ) is due to transition 
between hybridized (pd) and (df) states of S and U. Calcu- 
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lations yield a maximum Kerr angle at & -- 1.6 eV because 
of the indicated SO1 effect, in good agreement with experi- 
ment,23 although the calculated value is several times larger 
than the experimental. At 4.4 eV a noticeable enhancement 
of the MOKE takes place both in the calculations and in 
experiment. 

CONCLUSION 

As shown by numerical calculations and by their analy- 
sis, 100% spin correlation on the Fermi level (i.e., the pres- 
ence of a gap in the minority spin band of the electrons) and 
large values of the SO1 do not by themselves guarantee a 
large MOKE. Numerical investigations of the electron spec- 
trum and of the optical properties of NiMnSb and PtMnSb 
have revealed in the latter an increase, due to the different 
values of the SO1 at the Ni and Pt atoms, of the amplitude of 
the off-diagonal components of the conductivity tensor. At 
the same time, the MOKE amplitude is determined, besides 
by the SOI, by specific features of the electron spectrum and 
by the presence of plasma resonance. An illlustrative idea of 
the role played by the semiconductor gap in the formation of 
the MOKE can be obtained by comparing the electronic and 
optical properties of NiUSn and US, with US not a semime- 
tallic ferromagnet. Just the last circumstance, i.e., the ab- 
sence of a gap in both spin-subbands, and hence the presence 
of intersection of nonrelativistic bands with opposite spins, 
is the condition for realization of the interband mechanism 
that leads to the strong enhancement of the MOKE in US at 
frequencies of the ordeer of the SO1 (in U).  

The authors hope that this analysis of the investigated 
compounds will be useful for the understanding of the elec- 
tronic, optical, and magnetooptic properties of a new class of 
substances-semimetallic ferromagnets. 
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